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Travel Guidelines - Major Destinations in Vietnam

Should you i never thought of Vietnam as being a top travel destination, you are probably one
of many. However, you'd be also missing a spectacular, unique and exciting experience.
Vietnam is much like few other country on the planet, and boasts a distinct culture because of
the country's rich history. While Vietnam isn't a particularly large country, it possesses a
advanced of geographic diversity, meaning you'll be able to pursue various different
experiences using one trip. Here are a couple of the top holiday destinations in Vietnam, from
cities to silent retreats.

Hanoi: This can be the capital city of Vietnam and is also a typical reason for arrival. Hanoi
may be the second-largest city in Vietnam and provides an amazing fusion of eastern and
western cultures, as a result of French and Chinese influences from past occupations.
Together with stunning architecture, Hanoi gives an impressive lineup of museums and
possesses a captivating nightlife.

Ho Chi Minh City: Often known as Saigon, Ho Chi Minh City is among the most populous
metropolis in Vietnam and it is an important tourist attraction. Town is rich with cultural and
historical destinations, including Reunification Palace and Notre Dame Cathedral. Ho Chi Minh
City also offers several water parks along with other locations for enjoying nature.
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Phan Thiet: This capital of scotland - 350,000 draws most visitors not for the bustling shopping
districts but alternatively its impressive selection of resorts. Phan Thiet is next to Mui Ne, a tiny
fishing village that's Vietnam's most popular beach. Because of each of the resorts, Phan
Thiet is filled with restaurants, bars and other entertainment venues. In addition, Phan Thiet
offers kite surfing, sailing, parachuting along with other extreme experiences.

Hoi An: This city had been a bustling port, hitting its height within the 16th and 17th centuries.
Now, Hoi An can be a World Heritage site that is a major tourist draw due to the distinct culture
that emerged through the range of cultural influences arriving by sea. Although small, Hoi An
has plenty to find out, including four museums, several landmarks and seasonal festivals and
events.

To learn more about The best travel company in Ho Chi Minh city  explore this popular
webpage.
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